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PREFACE
This report conveys the results of tests of a V-slit star mapper.
The tests were conducted to determine the feasibility of such a sensor to
provide on-board navigational data for a spinning spacecraft (Pioneer) on
missions to planets beyond Jupiter.
This preface reviews the on-board navigation approach conceived for
a representative mission - the Pioneer Saturn/Uranus atmospheric probe
mission - and indicates the performance requirements for the sensor. The
body of the report indicates that the V-slit sensor telescope does meet
these requirements. Other aspects of the navigation process were not
treated in the study.
For the Saturn/Uranus mission, in which an atmospheric entry probe is
delivered to Uranus after an earth-Saturn-Uranus interplanetary flight,
navigation using only earth-based radio measurements is inadequate or at
best marginal for the approach to Uranus, primarily because of the large
uncertainty in the ephemeris of the planet. The use of on-board optical
data reduces the trajectory error almost an order of maonitude, and satis-
fies mission requirements. While radio navigation alone will suffice for
other phases of this mission, the use of on-board optical sensing in addi-
tion at the approach to Saturn can significantly cut propellant require-
ments for the corrective maneuver following the Saturn swingby. These
results are described in Reference 1, and are based on a one-sigma error
of 0.1 milliradians (20 arc seconds) in the measurement of the direction
from the spacecraft to a satellite of the target planet.
The desired result of the navigation process, the direction in
celestial coordinates from the spacecraft to the target planet, is not
measured by the sensor directly. It must be deduced from the sensor mea-
surements, which consist of pulse pairs corresponding to each bright
celestial object in the 3-degree-wide swath swept by the field of view in
a single spacecraft revolution, as shown in Figure i. If the objects
detected in a single swath - i.e., without changing the sensor gimbal
angle - include the designated satellite and at least two fixed stars, the
deduction of the direction to the target planet is straightforward, en-
compassing the steps shown in Table i.
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Figure i. Terminal Navigation Sensor Operation
Table i. Navigation by On-Board Optical Sensor Measurements
Approximate Precision
Step Object Quantity (milliradians, la)
a priori a posteriori
Measurement by Star No. 1 Cone angle of the ob- 3
V-slit star mapper Star No. 2 ject relative to the 3 0.05
Planetary satellite boresight of the sensor 3
Star No. 2 Clock angle of the ob- 1
Planetary satellite ject relative to the 2 0.05
clock angle of Star
No. 1
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Intermediate Spin axis of Pointing direction 2 0.1
quantities (from spacecraft (2 coordinates)
a single set of
measurements) Boresight of Angle to spin axis 3 0.1
the sensor of spacecraft
----------------------- -------------------------------------- 
---------------
Intermediate Planetary satellite Ephemeris about (improved)
quantities (requires target planet
repeated measure- (6 parameters)
ments over an
orbital cycle)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Final desired Target planet Direction (in celes- 1 0.1
output tial coordinates) (from
from spacecraft radio
(2 coordinates) naviaa-
tion)
The intermediate quantities of Table i are determinable in two
processes. From a single set of measurements of two identifiable stars
and one satellite it is possible to estimate by triangulation the precise
spin axis orientation and boresight cone angle, as well as the direction
to the satellite. From such measurements repeated over the orbital period
of the satellite about the planet, the ephemeris of the satellite about
the planet will be determinable with improved precision, and the final
desired quantity may be estimated to the desired precision.
This determination must be accomplished early enough in the mission
to allow for a trajectory correction maneuver before the entry probe is
released from the spacecraft to proceed on its final descent trajectory.
This requirement, imposed with respect to Uranus' satellite Titania, leads
to a sensitivity requirement of brightness magnitude 4.0.
Titania appears this bright at the spacecraft 26 days before its
arrival at Uranus. The probe is to be released about 20 days before
arrival, allowing six days for navigation and trajectory correction. The
brightness threshold must also be low enough to lead to the expectation of
two or more observable stars in the 3-degree swath. The magnitude 4.0
threshold provides an average of four observable stars in the swath at
either Saturn approach or Uranus approach. See also Reference 1 for spe-
cific star maps.
Reference 2 explores the above concepts and requirements for on-
board optical sensor measurements in considerably greater detail, sup-
porting the performance standards of Table ii for the V-slit telescope
(optics, V-slit reticle, plus electro-optical sensor).
The object of this feasibility test is to verify that the V-slit
telescope can meet the performance of Table ii.
There are other links in the chain of logic leading to complete
verification of the on-board optical navigation approach. Some have been
covered in other documents; others remain to be addressed, but are beyond
the resources available for this feasibility test. Areas not covered in
the body of this report include the following:
a) Details of the algorithms which carry out the navigation
processes implicit in Table i. (Results of such navigation
processes are presented in Reference 1.)
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Table ii. V-Slit Telescope Requirements
Spacecraft spin rate 5 rpm
Gimbal angle range (measured 5 to 110 degrees
from spin axis, anti-earth
direction)
Gimbal angle assumed in test 40 degrees
Field of view (in cone angle 3 degrees
direction)
Brightness threshold 4.0 magnitude
Angular precision of 0.05 mrad (10 arc
measurement* seconds)
Accuracy of measurement** (assumed attainable
by calibration)
Accounting for all random errors.
**
Accounting for all bias errors and nonlinearities.
b) Analysis of non-random errors (biases and nonlinearities).
(It is assumed that ground and flight calibration will compen-
sate for these errors.)
c) Analysis and test of light shielding methods to avoid inter-
ference from the proximity of a bright object (planet) while
measuring the satellite. (Suggested future study and test.)
d) Definition of the star mapper system design, emphasizing the
interface with the spacecraft. This would treat portions of
the star mapper in addition to the telescope itself, and would
define the system so as to address the following subjects:
* Weight
* Power requirements
* View angle
* Mounting provisions
* Temperature requirements
* Gimbal accuracy, resolution, control, etc.
* Command requirements to effect mode changes, status changes,
gimbal rotations, threshold variations, etc.
* Signal conditioning requirements
* Telemetry requirements
vii
m Reliability and lifetime requirements
* Requirements for use of the star mapper as a roll position
sensor for cruise portions of the mission.
This definition would be based on a nominal mission profile,
although applicability to a wide class of missions would be
sought.
The requirements critical to the navigation process - ability to
measure dim celestial bodies (4.0 magnitude or dimmer) with precision ade-
quate for navigation requirements (0.05 milliradian, one sigma) - have
been verified in this feasibility test.
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SECTION 1
SUMMARY
A laboratory demonstration of the feasibility of using a V-slit
star mapper to meet the sensitivity and accuracy of on-board naviga-
tional requirements for future Pioneer Missions to the outer planets
has been conducted by the Control and Sensors Laboratory of TRW.
The V-slit star mapper breadboard used in the laboratory tests
was made available from another program at TRW. Thus, the physical
configuration was predetermined. In like manner, the mechanical test
set used in testing the sensor was made available to the project by
the Pioneer-Jupiter program at TRW on a no conflict basis.
The first major thrust of the project was to determine ana-
lytically if the breadboard sensor could meet the performance required.
The breadboard was extremely simple in configuration, consisting of an
end-on photomultiplier tube and a V-slit reticle located at the focal
plane of the objective lens. In addition, a plano-convex lens was
used between the reticle and the PMT in a Fabry-Perot configuration.
The analytical effort indicated that the sensor should easily meet the
requirements and the second major effort began. This was to test the
Pioneer SRA test set to determine its basic accuracy and modify it
where necessary to bring its accuracy into the 1-3 arc second range.
This proved to be a much larger problem than expected. The rotating
mirror spin rate stability became the critical factor. It was finally
resolved by driving the synchronous motor with a high-fidelity power
amplifier excited by a precision sine wave generator.
The final portion of the program was the actual testing
of the mapper. First indications were that the mapper was less
sensitive than expected by at least 2-1/2 star magnitude. This
was traced to the process technique used to fabricate the
reticles. The "clear" slit areas had a transmission of only 10
to 15%. A new chrome plated reticle with much more acceptable
transmission characteristics was subsequently substituted. All
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reduced data included in this report was taken using the new
reticle.
The test results show thatit is feasible to use this
type of star mapper in the 10 arc second accuracy range. The
test equipment accuracy (, 5 arc sec) was sufficient to bound
the sensor errors at less than 10 arc seconds. In order to
verify with much more precision the accuracy of the sensor, a
more sophisticated test set would be required. One major im-
provement would be the use of an air bearing table for control-
ling the motions of the scanning mirror.
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SECTION 2
INTRODUCTION
It is anticipated that in the near future fly-by and entry
probes will be flown to the outer planets, i.e., Saturn and Uranus.
If these missions are to be successfully completed highly accurate
navigational information will be required. Present earth based observa-
tion of the outer planets yields uncertainties in planet position of
103 to 104 Km and the same inaccuracies in navigation of the probes would
result if these ephemerides were used. An on-board sensor could provide
the accurate targeting required for the control of atmospheric probe
entry points, and to reduce post-encounter correction for multiple planet
missions. One such approach considers the use of a V-slit star mapper to
determine the direction to the planets' satellites against the stellar
background.
The objective of this program was to demonstrate in a laboratory en-
vironment the feasibility of using a V-slit star mapper to meet the sensi-
tivity and accuracy required by the navigational systems that might be used
in future Pioneer spacecraft flights.
The test program was primarily directed to the consideration of the
navigational information required for planetary fly-by missions, in which
the star mapper targets would be the fixed stars (for reference) and the
natural satellites of the outer planets. For a certain class of missions
these satellites will always be observed at a zero or near zero aspect
angle which means that they will be in a full phase condition.
The program was based upon two important considerations; 1, that a
breadboard sensor would be available from another TRW program, 2, that the
Pioneer-Jupiter SRA Unit Test Set would be available and could be modi-
fied to provide the accuracy needed.
The program was organized into three major tasks
(1) Performance Analysis and Trade offs
(2) Preparation of Test Facility and check out
(3) Testing
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This organization of tasks is slightly different than that listed in
the Contract Statement of Work. The tasks are organized in this manner
since it represents the way in which the work was actually performed.
The symbols used in the report are defined in Section 3, while
Section 4 describes the sensor used in the tests. An analysis of the
sensor performance is detailed in Section 5. The following sections
describe the test equipment, test program, and test results. Section 9
is a concluding paragraph, while references are listed in Section 10,
followed by the technical appendices. Appendices A thru F represent
analytical studies done early in the program and are included for
completeness.
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SECTION 3
SYMBOLS
This section contains a list of symbols and their definitions
as used in the report. Since the report was prepared by several
people, the same symbols were used for different variables. Rather
than try to come up with a completely non-redundant symbology, the
report was carefully culled, and subscripts or superscripts added
for distinguishing purposes. Even so there are probably some
symbol corrections that have slipped by.
a, B Angle formed by the slits with respect to the
clock reference plane.
av' v Angles of V-slit scanner Boresight relative 
to spacecraft
axes.
asm Rotation angle when star target enters measurement slit.
sr Rotation angle when star target enters reference slit.
a',B',y',6' Limit of integration determined by details of slit
location.
Bs Angle between star line of sight and spacecraft Z axis.
y Angular target size.
6 Angle formed by Z and L.
6 SM Angle between Z and L at time TSM.
a SR Angle between Z and E at time TSR
A6
Rotational rate of star target.
Av Time rate of change of av.
AT
ASB Time rate of change of Bv
AT
AT Time interval between two signal pulses.
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AT1  Time interval between the first encoder wheel
pulse and first signal pulse.
AT RSS value of total time error.
At Signal pulse width.
SLinear width of slit.
n Quantum efficiency of detector.
n' Spacecraft clock angle.
e Aspect angle
eI  The angle between the normal to the object and
the direction of radiation.
e' Angle formed by 2' and Z.
Angular width of slit.
Cosine el.
vSpectral frequency hand.
V1' 2  Spectral 
frequency bounds.
Correction for viewing aspect.
Transit time of target between slit centers.
Spacecraft cone-angle.
Reference frame of V-slits.
Angular separation of slits at their
truncation.
W Spacecraft rotational velocity.
a Major Axis of an ellipse representing the illuminated
area of a moon, in Gibbous or Crescent Phase.
A. Object albedo at color i.
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A Minimum collecting aperture of objective lens.
AN Object's albedo.
Al, 2 Encoder wheel alignment apertures.
A,B Slit designators.
b Minor Axis of ellipse representing the illuminated
area of a moon and the radius of a . moon when
assumed to be a circle.
bI I  Glactic latitude.
C Photocathode surface of photomultiplier.
c Speed of light.
C1  Constant
cm Centimeter
D Optics diameter.
e Electronic charge.
El First encoder wheel pulse.
E2 Second encoder wheel pulse.
Es,v Amount of energy intercepted by the object.
Es,v out Energy emitted by the object.
F Optical filter Transmission.
F V-Slit sensor focal length.
FL Field lens.
FS Field lens and reticle.
G Photomultiplier tube gain.
h Planck's constant.
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m = 4 Flux from a mv = 4 
star.
v
H Flux emitted by an object.
H Monochromatic solar flux at the object.
S,v
He i  Solar surface flux.
Ho, i Irradiance in spectral band V at the observer.
H Flux seen by an observer.
i Summation increment.
I The illuminated portion of the disk contained
within the projected slit.
id Image distance.
IA  S-20 photomultiplier detector response 
for a 4th
magnitude star corrected for optical transmission.
I Solar radiance in the spectral band V.
IS  Anode signal current.
I.. General illumination parameter (slit perpendicular
to illumination Vector).
I... General illumination parameter (slit parallel to
illumination Vector).
I Photocathode current.
1 Solar radiance.
k Boltzman's constant.
k.
i, v Optical element transmission of i th element.
Z1 Galactic longitude.
1" Path of target radiation.
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Lpg Photographic threshold level.
Lv  Visual threshold level.
m Star magnitude.
m Photographic star magnitude. k
mv  Visual star magnitude.
m i Apparent magnitude of an object at an arbitrary
location.
m i Magnitude of object at the earth for the color i.
m 1 Apparent magnitude of a target at a Range Ro, o
mm Millimeter
n Index of refraction.
n" Target signal (photon flux).
n Photon flux due to a 4m star.
N Total background noise.
N' Background signal (photon flux).
NB Background signal.
Nmy=4 Photon flux from a m= 4 star.
N Worst case background signal.
N Photon flux at the observer in the spectral band v.
fiAt Number of photoelectrons in pulse width At.
0 Objective lens.
SLine of sight on the reticle through the optics and
into space.
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P Total random error of V-slit mapper.
PF Probability of a false detection.
PT Probability of true detection.
q Representative mathematical symbol.
r Sun - object distance.
r" Radius of curvature of field lens.
r°  Object - observer distance
ro Radius of the earth.
Rs  Object radius.
R1  Reset pulse.
R Solar radius.
R Range between earth and sun.
R Range between earth and observer.
rpm Revolutions per minute
S Signal at the photomultiplier cathode.
S' Signal level.
SB  Background signal.
ST Target signal
S1 First signal pulse.
S2 Second signal pulse.
S/N Photon statistical signal to noise ratio.
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sr Steradian
t Integration time.
tB Time of detection in slit B.
tclock Time at which the target crosses the reference plane.
tl,B Time of detection of target center in slit B.
TSM- TSR Time interval between star pulses when sun in measurement
and reference slits.
T Absolute temperature.
T' Target signal.
x, y Variables in the equations for a circle and ellipse.
Xc The value the x variable assumes for a given value of y
in the equation for a circle.
xe The value the x variable assumes for a given value of y
in the equation for an ellipse.
xo  Center of slit width (slit perpendicular to illumination
vector).
X Y Plane in which the reticle lies.
v, v
X, Y, Z Spacecraft reference frame orientation.
X', Y', Z' Test setup reference frame orientation.
X", Y", Z" Sensor reference frame orientation with respect to the
spacecraft.
Yc The value the y variable assumes for a given value of x
in the equation for a circle.
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Ye The value the y variable assumes for a given value of x
in the equation for an ellipse.
YO Center of slit width (slit parallel to illumination
vector).
Yo,iii Center of slit width for general illumination expression
(slit parallel to illumination vector).
Z Spacecraft spin axis.
it Sensor boresight axis.
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SECTION 4
SENSOR DESCRIPTION
The V-slit star mapper is relatively simple in concept, being
composed of only 5 major components,
o Ojective lens
o V-slit reticle
o Field lens
o Photomultiplier
o Video processor
A pictorial schematic of the sensor is shown in Fig. 1.
In operation, the stellar radiant energy is collected and
focused by the objective lens on the V-slit reticle. As the
spacecraft rotates this image crosses the reticle, and when the
stellar image is in the slit, the radiant energy passes through
the field lens and falls on the photocathode and causes a signal
to be generated. This signal is then amplified by the secondary
emission multiplier to produce an electrical current at the anode.
This signal is further amplified, bandwidth limited, and thres-
holded in the video processor. The resultant output pulses are
used in the test circuitry to determine clock and cone angles
relative to the boresight axis of the sensor.
The various components are mutually interdependent; however,
since the PMT is the least flexible it is usually taken as the
starting point.
VIDEO
PR.ESsOR
OBJECTIVE RETICLE FIELD PHOTOMULTIPLIER
LENS LENS
Figure 1. Pictorial Schematic
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The Photomultiplier
Since the stars cover a wide spectral band, the spectral
response of the detector must cover wavelengths from 370 to
800 nanometers. The tri-alkali or S-20 photocathode covers
this range and is the most sensitive and noise free photo-
cathode of this general type. The physical size of the photo-
cathode was selected as 25 mm on the basis of field of view and
sensitivity requirements discussed in the next paragraph. EMR's
541E-01-14 met these requirements and in addition is stable,
rugged, and reliable. It is composed of a fused envelope
containing a series of metal rings which serve as rugged
electrical contacts to the silver magnesium venetian blind
dynodes. A unique photocathode processing technique removes
the excess formation materials from within the tube, giving
assurance that no contamination can occur during operation. The
tube is potted with 3.9 megohm resistors in the high voltage
divider network. The factory test data is reproduced in Appendix H.
Objective Lens
Two parameters of the objective lens needed to be specified are
the collecting aperture and the focal length. The collecting aperture
is determined by the basic sensitivity required and the focal length
is determined by the required field of view and the accuracy desired.
Sensitivity
It is necessary to achieve sufficient signal from a fourth magnitude
star to meet the signal to noise requirements. Forbes and Mitchell 2
list stellar photometric data for several photocathodes, among them the
S-20. It is customary to use an AO class star as the standard, since
its visual magnitude and photoelectric magnitude are identical by
definition. The data lists the S-20 detector response in amperes/cm 2 of
telescope ape'rture for a Lyra (Vega) as 0.803 x 10-13 amperes/cm 2
Since Vega is a zero magnitude star, it is an easy matter to extend this
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data to 4th magnitude and obtain 2.0 x 10-15 amperes/cm 2. With an optical
loss of 40%, the energy reaching the PMT would be reduced so that the
photocathode current (IA) would be 1.2 x 10-15 amperes/cm2
If the width of the slit is 20 arc seconds, and the worst case spot
size is 20 arc seconds, then the total signal pulsewidth time at 5 rpm
would be approximately one millisecond.
The major noise source in the sensor is shot noise in the signal.
This noise leads to an uncertainty in position determination called
Noise Equivalent Angle (NEA). In the V-slit mapper an NEA of 2 arc
seconds was considered to be sufficiently low enough to make the
overall sensor accuracy less than 10 arc seconds. Thus the NEA is
given by
NEA1 (K + y)
NEA = 1
At
where K is the angular slit width = 20 arc seconds
y is the angular target size = 20 arc seconds
N At is the number of photoelectrons in pulsewidth At or
N At = 400 photoelectrons
The photocurrent is N 13
pc - At x e = .64 x 10 amperes.
The minimum collecting aperture of the lens is given by
I .64 x 10- 1 3
A = = .64 x 10 = 53.3 cm2
IA 1.2 x 1015
Focal Length
The focal length of the objective lens is determined by the slit
width and length needed to obtain the desired field of view.
In order to make the slit relatively easy to fabricate, it
-3
was decided to make the minimum slit width 2.54 x 10-  cm.
If this is to be equivalent to 20 arc sec, then the focal
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length must be 26.2 cm.
A standard commercial lens was selected that was reasonably close
to this, being 300 mm f/3.5. Thus, the effective slit width is 17.4 arc
seconds, and the collecting aperture is 59.6 cm2 , giving approximately
a 10% margin on signal.
The V-Slit Reticle
The width of the slit was shown to be 17.4 arc seconds with the
300 mm focal length lens. The desired length of the slits was
3 degrees, making the physical length about 17.5 mm. Appendix K shows
the details of the reticle.
The Field Lens
The field lens is a plano-convex lens used to image the objective
lens on the photocathode. The details of this are in Appendix B. The
lens selected for this purpose has a 17.8 mm diameter and a 31 mm focal
length.
The Video Processor
A simplified schematic diagram of the video processor is shown
in Figure 2. The lOOK ohm resistance is the anode load resistor
for the PMT. The peak anode signal current on a 4th Mv star is given
by
IS = IA * A - G = 143 x 10-9 amperes.
where IA = 1.2 x 10-15 amperes/cm 2
A = 59.6 cm2 = area of objective lens.
G = 2 x 106 = gain of PMT.
Thus the peak signal voltage developed across the anode load
resistor, 14.3 ,millivolts, is fed to a voltage follower to change
the impedance level. This stage is followed by a LM118 operational
amplifier with a stabilized gain of 100 feeding into another LM118
with a stabilized gain of 4. At this point a anode signal current
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of 100 na would generate a signal of 4 volts. This signal is then
thresholded in an LM211 comparator. The nominal threshold is set
at 2 volts, but is adjustable for experimental reasons. The output
of the video processor is a +5V peak signal which is used to activate
the logic circuitry described in Section 6.
100K 10K TEST POINT
100f 1K
-M 18
f 1OUTPUT
500 pf
2.5 K -15V
TEST POINT
.01
Figure 2. Video Processor
In order to provide a gain margin, the video processor was designed
to operate on signals as low as 5 millivolts. The desired bandwidth of
the amplifier is
Af -
2T
where T = pulsewidth (seconds) = 1 millisecond (at aspect angle of 40'
giving Af = 500 Hz with 20 arc second target)
When the aspect angle is 900, the bandwidth necessary to pass the signal
would be 1600 Hz with a 20 arc second target, and 3200 Hz with a point
source (star) target. The bandwidth of the amplifier was therefore set at
the maximum by placing a 500 pf capacitor across the 100K anode load
resistance.
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SECTION 5
ANALYSIS
This section covers the relationship between the test
parameters and the parameters relevant to the flight application.
The comparison is necessary to correctly determine the space
performance from the laboratory test results. Therefore both
sets of parameters are derived, and the errors associated with
the test equipment and sensor estimated.
Filiht Parameters
Figure 3 shows the coordinate system that is used in the
subsequent analysis.
A
-
Figure 3. Sensor Field of View Relative to
Spacecraft Coordinate
The projected field of view at both the reference slit
and the measurement slit are shown in this figure. The Z"
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axis represents the sensor boresight axis. Orientation of the
sensor triad (X", Y", Z") may be related to the spacecraft triad
(X, Y, Z) by two angles av and yv. Angle av is rotation
of the V Slit Scanner Boresight about the Z axis, and By is the
angle between the sensor boresight and the i axis. Using matrix
notation -
r (X" cosa Ycos sino cos - sins X
, = - sinu v  Cosa v  0
Z" cosavsinv sinavsinB cosB .1
Figure 4 aids in defining the field of view of the V-
Slit Scanner as determined by the reticle/optics geometry.
Xv
Figure 4 Reticle/Optics Geometry
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The reticle lies in the X Yv plane. Dimension F is the
effective focal length of the optics. Figure 5 identifies
the dimensions for one of the reticles that is used in the
testing. Dimensions are in inches.
Tv
S25.90
+.3125
W v
-.3125
-.005 +.005
Figure 5. V-Slit Reticle
The line of sight from any point (Xv , Yv) on the
reticle, through the optics and into space is given by the
following expression -
0 Xv X" + Yv Y" + F Z" (2)
Xv Y 2 F
+ v 20-+
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By combining expressions 1) and 2) and substituting
appropriate values of Xv and Yv for the slit boundries, the
field of view of the scanner may be computed. (Fortran
Program in Section 11.) Figure 6 shows the projected field
of view as measured in spacecraft coordinates. For this repre-
sentative case the sensor boresight is 40% off the spacecraft 7 Axis.
The slit boundries appear relatively linear on the graph. However,
a slight nonlinearity exists as evidenced by the computer printout
(Table I ) of the boundries. Ground software would be im-
plemented to incorporate the exact trigonmetric functions
rather than any linear approximation. The-dashed lines in
Figure 6 represent the viewing corridor for the reference slit,
after 50 of rotation about the Y Axis.
This example demonstrates that a star which is 2384 arc
minutes (390 44') off the 7 Axis generates a 50 rotation angle
separation between pulses from the reference and measurement slits.
For other star angles (Bs) the approximate relation is -
Bs = 2304.5 + 1.32 (aS M - cSR ) arc minutes (3)
Where CSM and aSR are the rotation angles when the star
enters the respective measurement and reference slits. Assuming
a spin rate of 5 rpm, angle B may be inferred from the time in-
terval (TSM - TSR seconds) between star pulses at the two slits
Bs = 2304.5 + 2400 (TSM - TSR) (4)
-21-
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FIGURE 6. FIELD OF VIEW FOR 25.90 RETICLE
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Table 1 Slit Boundaries in Arc Minutes for 40' boresight
angle and 25.90 Reticle
Reference Measurement
ROTATION ANGLE OFF Z AXIS ROTATION ANGLE OFF Z AXIS
0.
-2.299785925 2.31049386E+03 2.299785925 2.31049386E+03
-2;292443386 2;319440843E+03 9.249607545 2.31944654E+03
-2.285147582 2;328388917E+03 1.615511815E+01 2.328407084E+03
-2.277898069 2.337337961E+03 2 301668498E+01 2.337375264E+03
-2.270694409 2.346287855E+03 2 9834672E+01 2.346350854E+03
;-2263536167 2 355238477E+03 3.660943997E+01 "2.355333626E+03
-2;256422914 2;364189707E+03 4 33413464E+01 2.364323356E+03
-2;24935423 2.373141421E+03 5.003074561E+0 2;373319816E+03
-;2242329694 2.3820935E+03 5.*67798878E+01 2.382322782E+03
-2 235348897 2;391045822E+03 '6.32834239E+01 2.39133203E*03
;2;228411429 2.399998265E+03 6.984739585E+01 2.400347336E+03
5.0E-01
2;770018794E+01 2.31049386E+03 3.229975979E+01 2.31049386E+03
2'770753048E+0i 2.319440843E+03 3.924958141E+01 2.31944654E+03
2 771482629E+0i 2.328388917E+03 4.615509202E+01 2.328407084E+03
2;77220758E+01- 2.37337961E+03 5.301665885E+01' 2.337375264E+03
2772927946E+01 2.346287855E+03 5.983464587E+01 2.346350854E+03
2.77364377E+01 2.355238477E+03 6.*660941384E+01 2.355333626E+03
2 774355095E+01 2.364189707E+03 7.334132026E+01 2.364323356E+03
2775061964E+01 2.373141421E+03 8.003071948E401 2.373319816E+03
2'775764417E+01 2;3820935E+03 8.667796265E+0f 2.382322782E+03
2.776462497E+01 2.391045822E+03 "9.328339777E+01 '2.39133203E+03
2 777156244E+01 2.399998265E+03 9 984736972E+01. 2;400347336E+03
1 0 ..
5;770016181E+01 2.31049386E+03 6.229973366E+01 2.31049386E+03
5.77075043SE+01 2.319440843E+03 6.924955528E+01 2.31944654E+03
5.771480015E+01 2.328388917E+03 7.615506589E+0i 2.328407084E+03
5;772204967E+01 2'337337961E+03 8;301663271E+01 2;337375264E403
5.772925333E+01 2.346287855E+03 8.98346197E+01 2.346350854E403
5;773641157E+01 2.355238477E+03 9;66093877E01-i 2.355333626E+03
5 774352482E01 2.364189707E+03 1033412941E+02 2.364323356E+03
5*775059351E+01 2;373141421E+03 1I100306933E+02 2;373319816E+03
5.775761804E+01 2.3820935E+03 1.166779365E+02 2.382322782E+03
5;776459884E+01 2;391045822E+03 1 .232833716E+02 '2.39133203E+03
5.777153631E+01 2.399998265E+03 1 298473436E402 2;400347336E+03
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Test Parameters
In the test simulation, the V-Slit Scanner is fixed and
the simulated star light L is swept in a horizontal plane, about
the vertical XAxis. (See Figure 7)
1 (SENSOR
BORESIGHT)
L (light)
, T1
SENSOR STAR SOURCE
Figure 7. Simulation Geometry
By changing the angle e of the vertical rotary table
different angles between the star line of sight and the space-
craft 7 axis may be simulated.
X cose 0 -sine X
I 1 0 (5)
[Z sine 0 cose [
L Z cos6 + Y sin6 (6)
Xv ' + Y Y ' + F Z'
O =(7)
X + Y 2 + F2
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Combining equations 5), 6), and 7) -
Y
tan = F cose - X sine (8)
v
, v
tan 6 = V (9)
For the reference slit, Yv = .005"
tan = (10.00512 cos e,- X sin e, (10)
For the measurement slit -
Yv = .005 + (F tan 6 - .3125) tan 25.90 (11)
Substituting equation (11) into equation (8), the
boundary for the field of view at the measurement slit may be
defined in terms of e'and 6. Section 11 shows the Fortran
Program used to make this computation. The boundary is shown
graphically in Figure 8, and is tabulated in Table II.
The time interval between the time that the star image
traverses between the two slit fields of view is approximated
-25-
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FIGURE 8. FIELD OF VIEW OF 25.90 RETICLE
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by
6SM- SRT TSM SR Aa/AT
2.9 + .486 (e+ 89.5) (12)A sec (12)
A6/AT
Where A - Rotation rate of light beam
AT in arc min/sec
Table II. Boundary Points for Measurement
Slit Field of View
Measurement Slit
0' 6
(Arc Min) (Arc Min)
I E .I7 " E 4 01 .01 95 1 E 4 C
-16. 667317T1E1 1 i .447740644E 01
5 7: 14E:4:75EE4-01 1. : SS5 313 5E+01
-4 .4 76 2 7-E+01 . '7212742, 'E 01
-. ' r :5:-3E4+01 ., 5 1- 15-51E+01
42. 57421 1 ,- : r -- 0,5E +01
1 .7 4 7"9E41 4.: 4 'DI E 07 E i 01
. 95 4 7f.-- 4. i474574E+I:01
1. I04.41E 401 5. ::_5531556E+01
.6574 E+01 5.7'94456496E4 01
3.5,-'55: E 01 C .LL.551554E+01
4 .47 3 :7'9E+01 6. 664:47:' 14E+ 01
5.714 4 75E 01 7.1 0 037E.3 E +01
6.-' 6. .71,1E+01 7 . 1_l 44, E+01
.1 '-. IE~E 7f 1 €, 7E 4.1 55, : , 1 54, E4. 0 1
7. 11717E01 .c 1c4E+01S. 057 - , , E+0 1 .4 774E. :01
' .'i5S47 -T: 5 E+ 0 .1 * 045437 47E I01
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Now rearranging terms
e' = 2.06 (A6/AT) (TSM - TSR) - 95.5 arc min (13)
By comparing equation (13) with equation (6), it may
be noted that the same time interval (TSM - TSR) would be
generated in the test simulation or in space if -
e' s Bv - 2400 arc min (14)
A6/AT 1160 arc min/sec
= 3.24 rev/min
Error Summary
Table III lists the major error sources and the timing
error associated with each. The table values are based on a
simulated spacecraft spin rate of 5 RPM and a boresight cone
angle of 400. This first pulse timing error AT1 may be
scaled by hA /AT to estimate the expected clock angle error
*ay
. 
Similarly by scaling chord error ATc by ABv/AT, the
expected angle uncertainty AB may be calculated.
At 400 anqle relative to ~ Axis
v -V - 300/sec = .108 arc sec/usec
v 2400 arc min/sec = .144 arc sec/psec
aT
(from Equation 4)
A v  = 5.1 arc sec, AB = 5.5 arc sec
v 28
28
TABLE III. NOISE ERROR SUMMARY
lj Error
(v sec of tine)
Error Source Macnitude Calculation Ist Pulse Choird
Test Equipment
a. Mirror Drive Stability AT 300 couns Punts x 3 tan 25.9 x 6 mi/de 3. 1.400,000 Av Counts x 30 tan 25.90 x 60 min/deAve8.0 16.4.
/(N 1 x .00116 m-in/sec)
AT1 = 300 x 175,000 avg count/400,000 avg/ V71
b. Clock Frequency Stability ATc = .001% x 102 x 30 tan 25.90 x 60 min/deg 1.8 .8
/.00116 mTn/psec
AT1 = .001% x 10-2 x 175,000 avg count
k0
c. Clock Resolution lI sec 1.0 1.0
d. Threshold Detector AT1  = 20v sec rise time / 10 (S/N = 10:1) 2.0 2.8
ATc  V2 x AT1
Test Equipment RSS Sum (usec) 38.1 16.6
Sensor
e. Shot Noise aT1 - 300usec rise time/13 (S/N = 13.1) 23.0 32.6
ATc ,' 1T x AT
Data Reduction Statistics AT = (Ta2 + Tb2 A 2 2 + ATe2) VT - 4.5 3.7
f. 100 Sample Uncertainty
Total Predicted Uncertainty (usec) 47.0
These numbers are well within the 10 arc sec requirements
of the work statement. At different sensor boresight angles
the expected errors will be different. Consider the case where
the boresight angle is 50. The approximate relationship between
star angle 3v and the chord width TSM- TSR for this case
may be derived from Figure 9.
Bv = 210 + 432 (TSM - TSR) arc min (15)
ATA 432 arc min/sec (.026 arc. sec/psec)
Thus for a 50 boresight angle, the predicted measurement
uncertainties are
av = 5.1 arc sec, AB = 1.7 sec
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SECTION 6
TEST SET
Testing the V-slit star mapper requires that either the
sensor is rotated, to simulate spacecraft rotation with respect
to a fixed star source, or that the star source is made to sweep
past the sensor. The latter implementation was chosen because
it is simpler in concept. Also, a test set using this principle
was used to test the Stellar Reference Assembly on the Pioneer-
Jupiter program, and was made available to-the V-slit program.
The test set optical schematic is shown in Figure 10
while the optomechanical portion is outlined in Figure 11. The
salient features of the test set are listed in Table IV. The
primary hardware elements are -
a) Two rotary tables: an 18-inch horizontal table
and a 9-inch vertical table with a sensor mount-
ing bracket.
b) Bodine gear motor and controller: 0.3 - 15 rpm
continuous adjustment.
c) Ten-inch diameter encoder'plate containing two
slits located 90 degrees to each other, to
provide reference time signals, and a series
of holes for rpm readout.
d) Detector and light diode assembly with precision
adjustment for use as the reference source.
e) Precision bearing assembly, shaft and rotating
mirror assembly.
f) 12-inch collimator.
g) Star source. (See Appendix L)
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TABLE IV. TEST FEATURES
SIMULATE STAR OR SATELLITE TARGETS BY --
COLLIMATING LIGHT FROM A SMALL ILLUMINATED APERTURE
CHANGING EQUIVILENT STELLAR MAGNITUDE BY VARYING LAMP CURRENT OR ALTERING SOURCE SIZE
SIMULATE SPACECRAFT SPIN MOTIONS BY --
MAINTAINING THE SENSOR FIXED ON A PRECISION 2 AXIS TABLE
SWEEPING THE COLLIMATED LIGHT ACROSS THE SENSOR OPTICS BY ROTATING A MIRROR BETWEEN THE
LIGHT SOURCE AND SENSOR
MIRROR RATE IS ADJUSTED TO PROVIDE THE SAME TRANSIT TIME OF THE TARGET IMAGE ACROSS THE
SLITS AS EXPECTED IN FLIGHT
SIMULATE DIFFERENCE LOCATIONS OF TARGETS BY --
CHANGING THE HORIZONTAL TABLE ANGLE AS A FUNCTION OF THE DESIRED ROTATION ANGLE
CHANGING THE VERTICAL TABLE ANGLE AS A FUNCTION OF THE DESIRED ANGLE FROM THE Z AXIS
SENSOR ROTARY TABLE
ALIGNN' NT MIRROR
12-INCH
COLL iMATO 'AIRRCOR
THEODOLITE ROTATING
FLAT MIRROR
STAR SOLRCE
Figure 10. Test Set Optical Schematic
MOTOR-GEARHEAD
REFERENCE AND SPEED 
 EAE
DIODE ASSEMBLIES
ENCODER WHEEL
FINE ADJUSTMENT
STAR SOURC ROTATING MIRROR
STAR SOURC
SENSOR
ROTATING
TABLE NO. I
ROTATING
COLLIMATO I rTABLE NO. 2
GRANITE TABLE
Figure 11. Optomechanical Portion of Test Set
The test set was used in the following manner for testing
the Pioneer-Jupiter SRA.
The test set is initially aligned to reflect a collimated
beam at 90 degrees to cover the sensor aperture. This is done by
positioning a theodolite to face the collimated beam and aligning
the star image to coincide with the cross hairs of the theodolite.
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The flat mirror assembly is disengaged from the drive
motor and adjusted to a position of 90 degrees from the normal
star crossing using the second slit on the encoder wheel. The
angular difference between the optical star crossing axis and the
sensor alignment mirror normal is determined by adjusting the
horizontal and vertical rotary tables. The tables are adjusted
until autocollimation is achieved by sighting through the pre-
viously aligned theodolite to the sensor alignment mirror.
As the flat mirror rotates, the collimated beam crosses
the sensor aperture and generates a signal output that starts a
counter. The first slit on the encoder wheel passes a detector
and light diode assembly, providing a phased-reference signal
pulse that stops the counter. This reference signal pulse can
be adjusted to coincide with the sensor output pulse. The time
jitter between the reference pulse and the sensor pulse
provides a measure of the "noise" in clock angle.
The stability of the mirror rotation is measured by
another counter which counts the number of reference clock
pulses between the first encoder slit to the second encoder
slit.
Modification
Modification included the relocation of the second en-
coder slit so that the mirror rotation stability is measured
only over an angle immediately about the sensor pulses. The
relocation of the slits is described below in reference to
Figure 12.
Al and A2 are the alignment apertures. The importance
of Al in this discussion is that it is in line with the optical
axis, the scan mirror is at 45' to the sensor optical axis and
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ENCODER PR 
Eo E2
WHEEL - A2 ---
COLLECTION
LENS 
530 C
RETICLE AND
FIELD LENS - 2E RETICLE CCN?!GURATION
DETECTOR RETLE
Figure 12. Test Set-Up
the star image falls somewhere between the two slits on the
reticle. The maximum angular distance between any slit pair was
calculated to be 5300 arc seconds or approximately 1.50. The
aperture which provides a gate pulse to start any counters
occurs before Al. The encoder start pulse El and the stop pulse
E2 were relocated 10 either side of Al. A reset pulse Rl ini-
tiated by the aperture Rl was placed about 10 ahead of El. This
arrangement of apertures resulted in the following sequence:
1. Reset pulse (Rl) resets counters
2. Encoder pulse (El) starts counters
3. Encoder pulse (Al) indicates target location
4. Encoder pulse (E2) stops counters
Existing apertures were temporarily blanked out.
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Parameters Measured
Upon completion of the modification of the SRA unit, the
stability of the scan mirror rotation and the angular wobble in
the scan mirror as it scans through 3600 were measured. Rota-
tional stability was experimentally determined by using the pulse
outputs of the encoder wheel to gate a counter which counted
pulses generated by a clock.
Angular wobble was measured in the following way. A
plane flat mirror (Ml) was mounted normal to the scan axis.
Provision was made for adjustment of the mirror. Scan axis
wobble would result in a displacement of the mirror Ml. Its lo-
cation was constantly ionitored by an automatic two-axis auto-
collimator. The analog output was periodically recorded over a
period of several days to determine the excursion of scan axis
wobble, mean and standard deviation. The test block diagram is
shown in Figure 13.
ENCODER WHEEL
ENCODER SRA
- -V WHEEL - TEST COUN;TER
ELECTRONICS ELECTRONICS
REFERENCE
ALIGNMENTMIRROR REFERENCE RPM
CLOCK CLOCK PINTER
AUTOCOLLIMATOR
ELECTRONICS RECORDER
AND CONTROL
AUTOCOLLIMATOR
Figure 13. Test Block Diagram
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System parameters measured are the following:
o Sensitivity of the sensor to detect faint star targets
o RMS noise of sensor system
o Sensor response to "extended targets" (no larger than
20 arc seconds) having a brightness equivalent of
fourth magnitude.
o Time stability of Ist Pulse
o Time stability of pulse separation
o Rotational stability of scan mirror during
measurement period
Star targets fourth magnitude and fainter are presented
to the V-slit sensor system to determine system sensitivity to
point targets. Star luminosity levels are controlled by combi-
nations of apertures and neutral density filters. The star
course is calibrated by direct comparison with the NASA/GSFC
source which has been calibrated by N.B.S.
Stability of the timing of the two pulses from the
V-slit Scanner, are measured in the following manner. Pulse El
generated by the encoder wheel opens the gate and starts a count
on two separate counters (counter 1 and counter 3). The signal
S1 which occurs when the target crosses the first slit (threshold
detection on leading edge of pulse) stops the count on counter 1
and opens the gate and starts the count on counter 2. The
second signal pulse (S2) which occurs when the target crosses the
other slit stops the count on counter 2. The second pulse from
the encoder wheel (E2) stops the count on counter 3. All counters
are reset by the pulse R1 generated by the encoder wheel. The
sequential gating of the counters is controlled by the outputs
of the logic circuitry which accepts the encoder wheel and
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signal pulses as inputs. The clock frequency which is also 
an
input to the logic circuitry is 1 megahertz. This frequency
provides a clock accuracy of approximately .04 arc second 
for the
measurement conditions. A block diagram of the test set up and
pulse sequence is shown in Figure 14.
POWER
SUPPLY
HI-VOLTAGE O
POE OWEE EPOWER W: R I
SUPPLY SUPPLY Wi:FE EL
REFERENCE PULSE COUNTER 1
UL!P R AMPLIFIER CIRCUITUN 2
l, E, 2
CLOCK COUNTER 3
SI
Figure 14. Test Set Block Diagram
Counter number 1, which measures the number of counts
occurring between pulse, El, and the first signal pulse, Sl, is
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a measure of the rotation angle and its stability. Counter number
2 which counts the number of clock pulses between the two
signal pulses is a measure of the angle to the 7 Axis and its
stability. A third measurement which is important to the
analysis of the test results is the rotational rate and
stability of the scanning mirror. This is derived from the data
obtained from counter number 3. The clock pulses measured by
counter 3 provide a means of determining scan rate and stability
during the measurement period.
The outputs of the counters are sequentially recorded
on a digital recorder. In addition, the measured data is computer
processed to determine the mean and standard deviation.
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SECTION 7
TEST PROGRAM
The test program consisted of checking out the Jupiter
Pioneer SRA Test Unit to determine if its performance was within
its allotted error budget and testing of the V-slit mapper bread-
board. Checkout of the test unit was performed to determine the
extent of the angular wobble of the scanning mirror and rotational
stability of the scanning mechanism. Measurement of the angular
wobble (described in Section 6) proved to be straightforward and
no significant problems were encountered. However, the initial
measurements of the rotational stability of the scan mirror were
unacceptably high. This should not imply that the test unit is
inferior in its design. The original stability requirements were
that it be better than 1 arc minute, which the initial test measure-
ments showed it to be. Several approaches to improve its perfor-
mance by mechanical methods failed. The method of improvement which
seemed to work best was to drive a high fidelity power amplifier
with a precision sine wave generator and transformer couple the
Bodine drive motor to the power amplifier. An improvement factor
of at least a decade was achieved which improved the rotational
stability to an acceptable value of 2-3 arc seconds.
Having determined that the test unit was performing sat-
isfactorily, attention was directed to the testing of the V-slit
mapper. All the individual components such as the photomultiplier
tube, preamplifier, logic circuitry and encoder wheel pulse
generators were checked out in the laboratory prior to the start
of the tests. Emulsion reticles of the V-slit were purchased
from an outside vendor and visually checked under high magnifi-
fication upon receipt. Scanner breadboard testing began with
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disappointing results. The signal-to-noise ratio was too low thus
degrading overall sensor performance. Trouble shooting of the test
set up began by checking the logic circuitry to ensure that the
counters were being triggered correctly. Output pulses from the
encoder wheel and preamplifier were monitored to again check their
rise time and amplitude and to ensure that thresholding occurred
at the right level. A change in the preamplifier design which
resulted in an improvement in sensor performance was a reduction
in the bandwidth. Initially the required bandwidth was calculated,
increased somewhat and designed into the preamplifier. Due to the
problems being experienced during the testing the bandwidth was
experimentally adjusted to minimize the noise without seriously
affecting the signal. The experimentally determined bandwidth is
2 kilohertz. The reduction in bandwidth did not improve system
performance to a satisfactory level. Satisfied that the electronics
were optimized, attention was then directed to the optical perfor-
mance of the sensor. Alignment and focus were checked and veri-
fied. The one remaining item which remained was the reticle.
A measurement of sensor transmission with and without the
reticle showed that at least 85% of the light was being lost at
the reticle. The focus of the entire system with and without the
reticle was visually made to see if the star image fell within the
reticle slit. Two independent observations were made and the same
conclusion reached. The star image did fall within the slit. The
vendor who supplied the reticles was contacted and advised of the
optical transmission problem being experienced. They suggested
two approaches: "bleaching" the clear area of the emulsion
reticles and changing the reticle to a chrome reticle. It was
decided to do both. "Bleaching" increased the signal by about
50% but that was still inadequate. A significant increase in
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signal level was achieved when the chrome reticle was used since
only losses due to the glass were present. Signal current at
the photomultiplier was now determined to be approximately 50
nanoamperes. Since a current level of about 150 nanoamperes was
expected, further improvements remained to be made. However,
due to time limitations it was decided to measure sensor perfor-
mance under the existing test conditions. The results of the
tests are presented in the following section.
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SECTION 8
TEST RESULTS
Data from the counters were recorded and sample sizes of
100 points operated on to determine the mean and standard deviation
Initial analysis of the data showed that the 1 sigma variations
of the (El - Sl) and (Sl - S2) counts were larger than expected
when compared to the 1 sigma value for the RPM counts. A closer
look at this data showed a long term cyclical variation which
might not be related to the SRA test set up. (Fig. 15) The
source of the variation is suspected to be due to problems
in the electronics, specifically threshold stability. To
account for this long term variation, it was decided to
divide each group of 100 samples into groups of 10 samples,
determine the 1 sigma value of the smaller groups and then
rss these 1 sigma values to obtain a 1 sigma value repre-
sentative of the 100 sample size. Table V summarizes the
raw test data collected. Two reticles, 10' and 25.00, were
used during the test. The angle a represents the excursion
of the cone anqle, i.e. data was collected for the star
target crossing the top of the slits and the bottom of the
slits. (The total field of the sensor was measured to be
slightly less than 30.) One sigma value (a), mean count ('),
and sample size (N) are listed for each measurement condition.
Table VI summarizes the results of the data reduction for
the 100 and 25.90 reticle. El - S1 timing data was scaled by
the scan rate 3.84 RPM to obtain the Ist pulse angle entries.
Similarly, the S1 - S2 timing data was scaled to get AC. Note
that the + 1'a uncertainties in C and Ac are less than 14.4 arc
seconds for the 4.9 magnitude star and less than 9.7 arc seconds
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FIGURE 15. TYPICAL TIME VARIATION
OF SIGNAL AND SCAN MIRROR
100 RETICLE
6200
F--.
ONE SIGMA VARIATION ABOUT MEAN'S:
o 64.4 pSEC
SIGNAL i 6000
6000 TIME PER REVOLUTION: 31.25 SEC
MEAN COUNTS
VS TIME
5800
3125
vr TIME (SECONDS)
408400
V)
SCAN ONE SIGMA: 89.7 SEC
MIRROR " 408200
LIJ
408000 a
3.25TIME (SECONDS)
TABLE V TEST DATA SUMMARY
Angle
Reticle o' Parameter RPM El - S1 Sl - S2
100 -- 1.50 a 89.7 137.0 64.4
1 408244 168118 5992
N 100 100 100
-+1.50 y 98.0 149.6 126.8
vi 408166 164855 24076
N 100 100 100
25.90 -- 1.50 a 93.4 107.3 121.3
408178 155110 7170
N 100 100 100
-+1.50 G 88.5 121.0 174.0
11 408144 153220 57991
N 100 100 100
Note: 1) The simulated star magnitude was 4.9 for this test (31 x 10- 15A
vs 72 x 10-15 A)
2) Mean and standard deviations are indicated in P seconds units.
3) Conditions
Tube Voltage: 1810 volts
Scan Rate: 3.84 RPM optical
Anode Current: 50 nA peak
Source Aperture: .002 in diameter (8.5 arc sec)
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TABLE VI DATA REDUCTION SUMMARY
Extrapolated Performance
1st Pulse Pulse Pair @v = 400 @ = 5
Angle 6 Angle Separation A6 v a a
Reticle - (Arc Sec) (Arc Sec) a. a _
100 -- 1.50 14,000 + 11.4 497 + 5.4 14.8 24.0 14.8 4.3
-1.50 13,750 + 12.4 2010 + 10.6 16.2 47.0 16.2 8.5
25.90 ~- 1.50 12,950 + 8.9 598 + 10.1 11.6 17.4 11.6 3.2
-1.50 12.750 + 10.1 4810 + 14.4 13.0 25.0 13.0 4.5
Note: 1) Errors would be reduced by approximately 1.5x, if a 4th magnitude star were observed rather
than the 4.9th magnitude. (Errors J1/ NAt per Page 15)
2) Further improvement by a factor of approximately 1.3 may be obtained by using a 4" diameter
lens rather than 3".
3) Averaging of data from the sensor over a one minute period would further reduce the rms
deviation by J5.
for the 4th magnitude star. The equivalent system errors in
the measurement of rotation angle cs and the angle Bs between
the apparent line of sight to the star and the Z axis, are
8.7 arc seconds and 17 arc seconds worst case, respectively.
(Assuming 400 sensor boresight angle, 25.9' reticle, 4th
magnitude star.)
These performance numbers, 8.7 to 17 arc seconds,
are not as good as predicted in the Section 5 Analysis, in-
dicating that the test set errors were probably under estimated.
Instead of the test set errors being in the +3 arc second
range, they are more likely in the +9 arc second range.
The 4.9 Myv star used in the tests results from
the need to keep the angular subtense of the star source
at 20 arc seconds or less. Since the source is calibrated
at a fixed filament current, the only way to change star
brightness is by changing the size of the pinhole aperture.
Thus, with the maximum aperture usable to meet the 20 arc
second requirement the extrapolated stellar magnitude was
4.9.
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SECTION 9
CONCLUSIONS
Test results have shown that 10 arc second level re-
peatability is achievable using a relatively simple sensor
configuration. Analysis results show how the sensor errors
translate into measurement errors relative to spacecraft axes.
Better system accuracy is obtained by using reticles with a cant
angle, between the slits, of 25.90 or more. This improvement in
the angle (B) measurement comes about fror the larger Aa/AB
sensitivity factor. Similarly, improved performance would be
expected when the sensor axis is directed closer to the spin
axis, since Aa/aB is again larger. However, the apparent size
of the target gets magnified near the spin axis and introduces
more errors. For example, a 20 arc second target image at a
distance of 50 from the spin axis would completely translate
past one slit edge over a clock angle (c) rotation interval of
about 200 arc seconds. For small images, resulting from
negligible lens aberrations and star or distant satellite
targets, the accuracy would improve for sensor boresights near
the spin axis.
Any further studies of the basic concept should consider
the stray light interference from the sun or planets when they
are near the target star or satellite. Possible configurations
for the required structure or intercavity region should be in-
vestigated. TRW has previously looked at a photon counting
scheme for processing star sensor information that allows the
use of a much smaller collecting aperture. This feature allows
the use of a smaller shade or allows the sensor to operate closer
to sources of interference for the same shade volume. The photon
counting scheme should be included in future studies of the star
mapper if satellite detection, as well as star detection, is
required.
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APPENDIX A
PROPERTIES OF THE V-SLIT RETICLE
The response expected from a generally defined V-slit reticle has
been examined with regard to both the cone and clock angles. It
is found that if the sensor is to be used at small cone angles the
apex of the V-slit should be oriented away from the satellite spin
axis to avoid cone angle ambiguity. Equations relating the clock
and cone angles to observables are derived as are expressions giving
the cone and clock angle errors in terms of system tolerances.
Consider a slit mounted on a gimballing arm as in Figure A-1.
SLIT
ORIENTATION
I
FIGURE A-i. - Gimbal Parameters
Examine the situation of the two possible slit orientations (i.e. 1
and 2) when p is small.
A-I
a b
FIGURE A-2. - Slit-Target Orientations
In Figure A-2-a the spin axis is at the apex of the V-slits (extended)
which means that no cone angle can be measured since all targets take
the same time to traverse the space between the slits. This difficulty
does not occur with the orientation shown in Figure A-2-b, therefore
the preferred orientation is with the apex of the V-slits away from
the spin axis.
In Figure A-3 one sees the geometry pertaining to a generally defined
V-slit.
TARGET
PATH
/ x
A CLOCK
REFERENCE
PLANE
FIGURE A-3. - Slit Geometry Parameters
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The V-slit is in the ' reference frame where ( = 0 at the slit apex
and is colinear with and increases in the same sense as q. The slits
are canted by angles a and B with respect to the clock reference
plane and their tops are separated by an angular distance i (a function
of the optics focal length and the linear separation of the slits).
By inspection the total angular distance between slit centers for a
target at 4 is given by
d = 4 (tan a + tan 6) + (1)
Letting T be the observed time of transit between slit centers one
may write
'(tan a+ tan 6)+ , =wT sin (4 + 4) (2)
where we spacecraft rotational velocity.
,o4ting that ' < 30 for the proposed v-slit one may write
(tan a + tan B) + wT((l 2) sin + cos (3)
Linearizing in 4 and rearranging yields
T sin -
tan a + tan B -T cos (4)
Thus the cone. angle is determined solely by observing the target transit
time, the other quantities of equation (4) being known a priori.
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Errors in 0 are determined by the non-zero tolerances in the various
constituents of 0, which may be evaluated by employing the following
rule:
d dqi q = , , , , , B (5)
i
The partial derivatives are given in Table A-1.
TABLE A-1. - Cone Angle Derivatives & Parameters
q /aq
tana + tanB - T cos (6)
2
sec a ( - wrt sin ) (7)
(tan a + tan - MT cos )
2
B sec r (' - W~ sin )(8)
2(8)
(tan a + tan 6 - T cos ¢)
r(sin -(tan a + tan C) - i cos 4) (9)
(tan a + tan B-wr cos ¢ )2
u(sin . (tan a + tan 8) - i cos 4)
(tan a + t n - w~ cos 0 )2 (10)
wT(cos _(tan a + tan )+ Psin 0 - wT) (11)
(tan a + tan B - WT cos ¢)2
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The time at which the target crosses the clock reference plane (tclock) and
establishes the clock angle is related to the time of detection in
slit B (tB) in the following way.
tclock = tB +
sin (o+ %) (12)
Employing the method of equation (5) the error in tclock due to constituent
uncertainties may be written as
dtclock= dtB + d sin (4 + ) dw - cos (4 + ) d
w sin(q + 6) (w sin(p + ) )2 sin 2 (q +
4 B (sin ( + 0) - 4 cos (p + ?) ) de
W sin 2  ( + ) (13
From this expression one sees that unless prohibited by other circumstances,
6 should be set to zero to minimize the errors of tclock'
The time of detection, tB , is itself a function of a number of parameters
and may be expressed as:
tB = , B + (, (14)
w sin (q + 4)
where y = angular size of target
S(e Y~-) correction for viewing aspectY
o = aspect angle
Y' = angular size of slit
tl,B = time of detection of the light center in slit B
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Differentiating (14) yields:
dtB - dtlB . 1 dy _ y dw yd y (cos ( + )) (d + d) (15)B - 1,B + +
w sin ( + ) w sin (+ + J
which may be employed in equation (13).
*Where random errors are desired the following expression would be used
rather than Equation (5):
2 =fa. P%2 2dP dq2
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APPENDIX B
USE OF A FIELD LENS IN THE V-SLIT SCANNER
The optical feeding of a V-slit scanner involves the imaging of a target on
a slit reticle and the subsequent observation of the spatially filtered
image by a photocathode. In such a system, motion of the target results
in motion of the image on the photocathode which in turn may result in
additional noise due to nonuniformities in the cathode surface. This type
of noise may be eliminated, however, if the image position on the cathode
can be rendered independent of target motion. It is shown that this may
be accomplished by use of a field lens (FL), and the characteristics of
a lens applicable to the V-slit scanner are derived. Suggestions for the
imaging optics and mounting of the lens are presented.
PROPERTIES OF THE REQUIRED FIELD LENS
The position of the target image on the photocathode may be decoupled from
the target's motion by imaging the objective surface onto the cathode as
shown in Figure 1.
0 C
FS
C = Cathode
FS = Field-Lens & Slit
T "= Target
0 = Objective
FIGURE B-1. - Optical System Schematic
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From Figure B-I it is seen that each image point on the cathode contains
full information on the target and that motion of the target from the
solid position to the dotted position does not effect the intersection
of the I and It rays with the cathode. Since nothing has been assumed
regarding the details of the FL, one concludes that any lens which
images the objective onto the cathode will decouple the image position
from target motion.
FIELD LENS FOR THE V-SLIT SCANNER
By letting the FL be plano-convex it is possible to deposit the V-slit
reticle directly on the face of the lens and thus eliminate any
possible lens-reticle alignment problems and minimize the number of
mounting structures required. The V-slit objective optics has a nominal
focal length of 12", allowing one to write the thin lens equation for
the FL as:
1/12 + I/i _ 1 - N (1)
where i = image distance
N = index of refraction
r" = radius of curvature (negative for a convex
surface)
letting i-l" and N = 1.5 one finds
r" = -. 46"
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The required diameter of the lens is determined by the diameter of the
objective image field, which for a 30 field-of-view and a 12" focal
length is .629". A scale drawing of the suggested FL is found in Figure B-2.
FOCAL
PLANE
FIGURE B-2.
Field Lens Schematic
For ease of mounting and alignment of the FL a Cassegrain system with
a flat secondary, as shown in Figure B-3, is suggested for future flight
application.
FIELD LENS
FLAT PHTCATHD
SECONDARY PHOTOCTHODE
PRIMARY MIRROR
R a 24 INCH
FIGURE B-3 - Cassegrain V-slit Schematic
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Here it is seen that the FL mounts directly into the Cassegrain hole
of the primary. It should be noted that the diameter of the primary
mirror need be only 1.15 times as large as the diameter of a clear
aperture objective lens to yield the same effective aperture. In
the case of the V-slit system this allows one to replace the 3.5"
objective lens with a 4.04" mirror.
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APPENDIX C
THE WAVEFORM RESPONSE OF A SLIT TRANSITING A DISK
The use of a slit scanner for navigation requires that the
output signal be interpreted to yield the physical centroid of the observed
object. In the case of stars and other uniform, actively shining, objects
this is done simply by identifying the position of maximum output.
However, for objects such as satellites, asteroids, etc., which shine
passively, the location of maximum output will in general not correspond
to the physical center of the body. Since a V-slit scanner has been proposed
for use in the terminal navigation maneuvers of the outer planets missions,
it is of interest to define the relation between scanner output and object
ccntroid as it depends on relative slit and image size, satellite aspect
angle, etc. To this end the passage of slit of arbitrary width both normal
and parallel to the terminator has been studied. The case of
arbitrary slit orientation has not been examined due to its mathemetical
complexing and the fact that it must be intermediate between the
aforementioned cases.
It has been found that the optimum spatial resolution occurs for a
slit width on the order of the size of the feature to be detected, e. g. for
an aspect angle of 1200 (one quarter crescent phase), the optimum slit
width would be one-half of the disk radius. Slits larger than the char-
acteristics scale result in waverforms with zones of constant response,
while those of smaller size tend to flatten the response and thereby
.reduce the prominence of the maximum point. Either of these situations
introduces uncertainty into the identification of the maximum.
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For slit widths less than the disk diameter it has been found that the
spatial difference between the light maximum and the physical center of
the object is a function of aspect angle and slit width. The narrower the
slit the smaller the difference for gibbous phases but the larger the
difference for crescent phases. This fact results in tradeoff possibilities
between optimizing the light maximum detectability and the correction
which must be applied to determine the objects physical center.
Later memoranda will examine optimum signal processing
philosophies.
2. ANALYTIC DESCRIPTION OF A SLIT CROSSING A DISK
2. 1 Slit Normal to Illumination Vector, Aspect 0 . wr/2
2 2
x 2 2 2
x +y = b
x
Figure 1
Yc z (b2 2) 1/2
(1)
y b (a 2  x 2 ) / 2
Let the center of the slit be at x0 and the edges of the slit be at x 0 - /2
and x + //2.
The illuminated portion of the disk within the slit may in general
be written as
A = 2 b a - x dx + 2 ( 2 x 21/2 dx (2)
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where a,' o,' y, 6 'are determined by the details of the slit location as
described below. Integration of equation (2) produces.
[i = b p _ a 2 - 2) 1/2 _,(a2 - d2 )1/2 + a2(sini -sin -  (3)
~-i
+ 6'(b2 - 512)1/2 Y(b 2  2)1/2 +bb 2 (sin -- sin-
a, p y, and 6'take values as follows:
Table I
For x0 - /2 < -a
-a<x + /2 < 0 O<x + t/2<b x + t/2 >b0 -0 0
p'= x + z/2 6'= 0 p'= 0 6'= xo+ /2 p'= 0 6'= b
a= -a y'= 0 a'-a y'= 0 a=-a y' 0
For -a < x o - /2 < 0
x + /2<0 0<x 0 + t/2 <b x + '/2 >b
'= x+ +/2 6'= 0 '=o 6'=x x / p= 0 =b
a = x - /2 y'= 0 a' x - /2 Y= 0 a = - /2 y= 0
For 0 <x o - /2 < b
xo + 512 <b x o + t/2 >b
p'= 0 6' = x + /2 p'= 0 6'= b
a'= 0 y'= x - 12 a'= 0 y'= x -1/2
2. 2 Slit Normal to Illumination Vector, Aspect 1r/2 < 0 < T
xo
Figure 2
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Referring to equations (i), one sees that the general expression
for the illuminated area may be written as:
I = 2 (b2 - 2)/2 b a2 - x2/2 d + 2 x2 1 / dxii (a (4)
The limits of integration are defined below. Integration of
equation (4) yields:
.
- 2)1/2 -_(b2 -_)/2 + 1,(b - 68 12 /2 b2 yb 21/2
-i 6' i
+ b2 (sin -sini + sin- -sin (5)
b b b
+ j(a -(2 a + aZ(sin- ' -sin-'
a,' p y: and 6'take values as follows
Table 2
For xo - /2 < 0
O<x + t/2 < a a<x + t/2 <b x + t/2>b
-0 - -0 - O
p'= x + /2 6'= 0 p'= a 6'= p'= a 6'= b
'= 0 y'= 0 d = 0 y'= a a'= 0 y' = a
For 0 < xo - /2 < a
xo + /2 < a x o + t/2 > a xo + 5/2 >b
p'= xo + /2 6'= 0 p'= a 5'= x o + 2 p'= a 6'=b
a' = xo - t/2 y' =-O a'= Xo - t/2 y
1
= a = xo- /2 y'= a
For a < xo - t/2 < b
Xo + U/2 < b xo + t/2 >b
p' = 0 6'= xo + /2 p'= 0 5'=b
ci= 0 y= xo - t/2 a'= 0 y' = Xo - /2
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2. 3 Slit Parallel to Illumination Vector, Aspect 0 < r
y o
Figure 3
Noting that a = -b cose
Equations (I) may be rewritten as
x = (b-y2i/Z
(6)
xe -cose (b2 - y2)/2
whereupon
(I... + cos) b 2  dy (7)
111
Comparing this expression with that for Ii one sees that if Yo, iii
= x and if in case i, a = b, that one may write
o, i,
I (1 + cose) I
iii 2 i a = b
Yo, iii = x i
Thus for a "parallel" transit the effect of aspect angle is merely
to directly scale the total area of the disk appearing within the slit.
3. EVALUATION OF THE ANALYTIC DESCRIPTION
The equations of cases i and ii have been evaluated for b = 1. 0
and for various aspect angles and slit widths. Figure 4 presents the
waveform observed for slits of various widths (U) transiting a zero
aspect angle disk. The second half of the passage has been deleted due
to symmetry. Here one sees that optimum peak resolution and amplitude
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is achieved for r = 2, i. e., a slit width equal to the characteristic scale
of the object. For larger slits, e. g., = 4, the amplitude is preserved
but a constant response zone develops whose length increases directly
with slit width. In the case of smaller slit widths one finds that the
maximum amplitude attained is reduced and that the position of maximum
becomes progressively less pronounced.
In Figures 5 and 6 one sees waveforms for various aspect angles
for slit widths of I and . 5 respectively. In case of e < w/2 one finds 
that
the dominant effect of varying slit width is to reduce the amplitude 
of the
maximum with its shape being only slightly effected. At larger aspect
angles, however, the slit width becomes important in determining the
shape of the region of maximum. Comparing the waveforms 
at 0= 1200
in both figures, one notes that while the amplitude is somewhat less for
t = .5, the position of maximum is substantially more well defined than
in the t= 1.0 case.
From Figures 4, 5, and 6 one concludes that the amplitude and
detectability of the maximum point are optimized by selecting a slit width
corresponding to the scale of the object.
Figure 7 displays a plot of x /b (at the location of the maximum)
versus aspect angle for = i. 0 and . 5. From this plot one sees that as
the slit width is decreased the difference between the position of maximum
response and the physical center of the disk decreases for gibbous phases
while it increases for crescent phases. From the figure one notes that
"crescent phase" as used here does not strictly imply all 8 > n/2. When
placed in juxtaposition to the previous conclusion regarding slit width,
this result indicates the existence of tradeoff between maximum point
spatial resolution and the deviation of that point from the centroid of the
disk.
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PREDICTED SIGNAL WAVEFORM
FIGURE 4
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PREDICTED SIGNAL WAVEFORM
FIGURE 5
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PREDICTED SIGNAL WAVEFORM
FIGURE 6
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VARIATION OF SIGNAb RESPONSE WITH
SLIT WIDTH AND ASPECT ANGLE
FIGURE 7
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APPENDIX D
THE EFFECT OF THE GENERAL STELLAR AND NON-STELLAR BACKGROUND ON
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE AND THE TRUE AND FALSE DETECTION PROBABILITIES OF
THE V-SLIT SCANNER
All important background sources, with the exception of
scattered planetary light, have been examined andare found to
take a maximum brightness of mv = 5.56, or .24 of the lumi-
nosity of the minimum required detection at mv = 4.0. It is
shown that such a background has only a minimal effect,
serving to reduce the signal to noise ratio to 16.25 from the
value of 18 expected in the absence of a background. The
probability of a true detection (PT) and a false detection
(PF) have been considered and an expression for the threshold
value required to maximize PT derived. For the optimum threshold
value the maximum expected background results in PT= 1.0 and
PF = 0.0 to an accuracy of at least 1 in 1014, and thus false
detections due to background occur at a rate of approximately
10 _1
5 x 10 sec
The validity of the assumption that scattered planetary light
may be neglected is presently uncertain, and particularly so
in the case of Saturn where it has recently been suggested that
a distribution of ring particles may exist beyond the presently
defined ,edge of the A ring. It can be argued, however, that such
a source must certainly have a lower surface brightness than an
average location in the galactic plane to have so far escaped
detection.
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BACKGROUND MODEL
Consider the background produced by the general star field of m > 6,
non-star galactic light, and zodiacal light. The luminosity of
these various sources is given in terms of numbers of tenth magnitude
stars by Allen as follows:
TABLE 1
Source Photographic Visual
(10m Stars Deg- )
Zodiacal Light 20 30
Non Star Galactio Light 20: 40:
Faint Stars (M76), b I= 90o 16 30
<b I , PII 48 95
b = 0,< l>140 320
Adding the Zodiacal and non-star components to the faint star lumin-
osities and employing the V-slit field-of-view of 30 x 20 ", the
magnitude of the viewed sky is found to be as shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2
b1  = 900 7.60 7.00
<b lI> 7.10 6.45
b = 0, < i > 6.35 5.56
If the threshold is set at 4m  the factors relating the background flux
to the threshold flux are as given in Table 3
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TABLE 3
Lp Lv
b1 = 900 .035 .063
<b, I .057 .105
b = , < > .114 .236
The signal to noise for the V-slit system at the PMT cathode, assuming
a quantum efficiency of .2, is given by (Reference 1) as follows:
-2
S/n = 4.35 x 10- 2  n' n = target signal
(N + n')1/ 2  3= background signal (1)
The photon flux due to a 4m target is:
no= 1.75 x 105 photons cm-2 sec -1 (2)
Thus employing the worst case in Table 3, i.e. b I = 0, <7I>, L
the background signal is
No= .236 n = 4.15 x 104 photons cm-2 sec . (3)
Employing (2) and (3) in (1) yields
S/N = 16.25 (4)
This is to be compared with a S/N = 18 derived (Ref. 1) in the absence
of a background. Thus it is seen that the maximum expected background,
excluding the body of the planet, has only a marginal effect on S/N and
that the S/N continues to take a pleasingly large value.
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3. TRUE DETECTION AND FALSE ALARM PROBABILITIES
The probability of a true detection and of a false alarm are given by
P 1 S/N - T N ( TYNB - SB/N B) (5)T = - erf - - - + erf
PF = 1 1 erf(6)PF - - erf TYNB /NB))
where SB  - Background Signal
S = SB + ST = Total signal with target
lNB = SB = Background noise
N = NB T + N 2 = Total background noise
and assuming SB< T'< S
2 2
letting ST = nSB  and thus N = NB (1 + n), PT and PF may be written
(7)
as
PT l rf 1 SB1/ ( + n/2 + erf 1/2 - SB- 4
SBl/ (1 + , 2
21/2 /
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The optimum value of T' may be determined by demanding that
BP T/aT = 0 which results in
exp -  - b exp (a
( ... b )) a exP( (9)
where
a = SB1/2 (1 + n)1/2
b = SB
or
T'= ab 1 - - (10)/2
(b2- a " (10)
or substituting for a and b
1/2
T = SB( + n) 1/ 2 (( + n)
B 2 SB n ()
Using Equation (1) to replace T in (5) produces
P 1/2 erf 1 SB/2 + n)1/2 1 + ln (1 + 12 (12)
\ 1 \ Z SB nr
+ erf_ SB ( + ) 1 + n1/2 1
12 2 S--B
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The target signal at the cathode at 4m is found to be
ST = 328 photons
Employing Table 3 the worst case background takes a value of
SB = .236 (328) = 77 photons.
Noting that n = 1 = 1 = 4.25, Equation 12 may be written
L .236
in the worst case as
(13)
T = erf 18.8 2.29 - (1 + 1.79) + erf i 8.8 2.29(1 + 1.79)
12 464 ' 3\464 /
S(erf (14.3) + erf (8) (14)
therefore
PT = 1.0 (to at least 1 in 1014 (Jolly 1973))
(15)
One also has
PF= (I - erf (8) = 0 (to 14 places)
Thus for the worst case background one expects any detection to be a true
detection to a certainty of at least 1 in 1014, and false detections to
pose no problem for the V-slit scanner operating as defined.
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APPENDIX E
THE ENERGY, PHOTON FLUX, AND APPARENT MAGNITUDE OF A SOLAR SYSTEM OBJECT
VIEWED FROM AN ARBITRARY LOCATION.
General expressions are derived for the energy and photon flux
received from a spherical, solar illuminated body viewed at an arbi-
trary range and aspect angle. These relations are further used to
obtain a relation for the apparent magnitude of-the object and to form
an expression for the signal-to-noise ratio expected if the noise is purely
photon statistical. The signal-to-noise ratio is evaluated in the case of
an m V = 4 object.
DERIVATION OF THE FLUX EQUATIONS
Consider the case of zero aspect angle. The monochromatic solar
flux at the object is given by
H = I (1)Hs,v o,v 2 ()r
where
r = sun-object distance
R E solar radius
I _ solar radiance
and thus the amount of energy intercepted by the object may be written as:
2 2 R_
E =2R I (2)
s,V s O,V 2
E-1 r
E-1
where
R = object radius
Letting Av be the object's bond albedo, ignoring limb darkening,
and equating the intercepted and reflected energies one may write the
flux seen by an observer as:
KAVI 'RR
H = mAve (R s 2 (3)
,v 2 r r
0
where
ro object-observer distance
Setting I = By, i. e., ignoring spectral features, and allowing some
non-zero aspect angle E the received energy and photon fluxes over a
frequency band vi < v < v2 may be expressed as
_h Rs 3S(1 + cos) s A dv (4)
0,1 2 (e hv
e2r dv (5)N 0 i =f h (1 + cose) (r 2 ( hv  
N, i 2c2  r ro (e -
where i indicates the color corresponding to vi 2 v< v2
3. APPARENT MAGNITUDE
The apparent magnitude of the object at an arbitrary location is
given by
m 0 = -2.5 Log H .+ C1  (6)
or employing equation (4). E-2
mo i = -2 5 (-.3 + Log A. + Log H + 2 og + Log s (7)o1 i " 0 , r r
+ Log 2 (i + cose)) + C
where
H = solar surface flux
e,i
Similarly, the magnitude of the object at the earth is:
m = -2. 5 (-.3 + Log A. + Log H .+ 2 Log - + Log -
, I1 0, i r r
(8)
+ Log (i + cose)) + C1
Assuming m . is evaluated at opposition, Equations (7) and (8)
may be combined to yield:
r 1
m = 5 (2 Log - Log 2 ( + cose)) + m;i (9)
o, i r
4. PHOTON STATISTICAL SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
Letting the detector quantum efficiency be n, the optical filter
transmission be F , , the optical element transmission be k. for
the ith element, and the receiving optics diameters be D, and recalling
that N = JSfor photon noise, the signal-to-noise ratio may be written as:
21/2
1/2 n 2 1/2
D R R ) (1 + cose) n AvFv, 1 i dvS/N- du A -'"ie i-)
_2c rr 2 e hv)
Vi (10)
where t integration time.
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5. EVALUATION OF THE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO FOR AN
OBJECT OF m = 4
The flux from a m = 4 star may be calculated from the solar
constant and the apparent magnitude of the sun to be
-14 -2 (11)
H = 6.9 x 14 watt-cm
m =4
Using the average solar photon energy, Equation (i) may be
transformed to a photon flux, viz.
H
m =4 4 
-2
N = I. 75 x 10 cm sr" (12)
m =4 < hv>
V
Letting D = 8. 9 cm, k = . 9, n = 2, n = . 2, and 9= 0, which are
representative of Pioneer outer planets missions, the signal-to-noise
ratio may be written as
S/N 8 9 /2 t/2 (.2)i/2 (.9) (1.75 x 105 / 2  (13)S/N 2 jQ)/
or
S/N = i. 33 x 103 t i / 2  (14)
For a satellite spin rate of 5 rpm the dwell time of an object on a
20" slit is:
t = 1.8 x 10-4 sec (15)
Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio becomes
S/N = 17.8 (16)
E-4
The flux emitted by the object is given by0
H =-2r dI S  = T (1. 1)[-sI Is,, s,v
t = coSe, 0 = angle from the normal to the direction of radiation,
I is assumed to be isotropic.S,V
Using Equation (i. I) the energy emitted by the object is
22E = 2 R I (. 2)
S, V out s S,V
Equating (i. 2) and (2) with the effect of albedo included, one may
write.
2
2 I _ I (1.3)
s, 2 o, 2r
whereupon the flux received by an observer at some distance, ro may
be expressed as
I - (R /r )2
0,SO1 = -21 I d (1. 4)o,p S,
H - I @ 0 (i1. 5)
O,1 2 e, r ro
E-5
APPENDIX F
MINIMUM ALLOWABLE SLIT WIDTH FOR THE V-SLIT
SCANNER
The minimum allowable slit width is determined by the requirement that
at some range one wishes the target, as convolved with the slit, to have
an apparent luminosity of 4th magnitude. The required widths have been
evaluated for the brightest satellites of Saturn and Uranus. Assuming
the initial detection occurs at the greatest possible distance, it is
found that a slit width on the order of 7 arc-seconds will suffice in
all cases. Using the focal length of the test system the required
-4
physical size of the slittakes a value of 4 x 10- 4 inches.
THE SLIT-DISK GEOMETRY
Figure F-i displays the slit-disk geometry yielding the maximum observed
luminosity for a given slit width and disk diameter.
/ I
Fig. F-i Slit Disk Geometry
*Obviously only ranges less than that at which the satellite alone appears
at 4m are allowed.
F-I
The area viewed is given by
xo
I =4 f a 2 _ dx = 2 o (a 2 - 2 + 2 sin-1
o
or in units of the total disk area as
1/2 x
I = (1 - y2 ) + sin- 1 y , where yE -- (2)
The apparent magnitude of the target at a range R0o has been given
in Appendix E,as
m = 2.5 2 log )+ (3)
where the aspect angle, 6 , has been assumed to be zero.
Upon inclusion of the factor given in Equation (2), (3) becomes
S2.5 2 log log ( [y(l - y2)l.i 2 + sin y + m e  (4)
Setting m to the limiting value of 4m and rearranging yields
y(l y2) 1/2 + sin y = exp 925 m + 4.64 logt  3.25) (5)
F-2
For fixed me and R40 , y has been found by scaled first order numerical
iteration to an accuracy of at least 10-5 .
RESULTS OF THE MINIMUM SLIT WIDTH CALCULATION
Figures F-2 and F-3 present the minimum required slit width in arc-sec. versus
target range for the brightest satellites of Saturn and Uranus, respectively.
The termination points of the curves are the range at which the target
alone appears as 4m , and the angular size of the target at that distance.
Assuming one wishes to detect satellites at the earliest possible moment
the termination points define the minimum allowable slit width. Among
these points Titania takes the largest value, i. e. 6.7" and thus if
the slit were constructed to a nominal value of 7" all the satellites
of interest would be accomodated. If one wishes to relax the requirement
of earliest possible detection the slit may be made smaller as indicated
by the figures. It should be noted however that for the slit to be less
than 1" and yet be useable for all satellites, the limiting range would
6
be constrained by Umbriel and would be c 5 x 10 km.
Using the focal length of the nominal test setup the data of Figures 2 &
3 may be converted to the required physical size of the slit. These
data may be found in Figures F-4 and F-5. From these one sees that the minimum
slit width for earliest possible detection is approximately 4 x 10 -inches
(%lOp).
REMARKS RELEVANT TO THE MINIMUM SLIT WIDTH
DIFFRACTION
Assuming that the system operates at an effective wavelength of .50 the
suggested slit of lOi width results in the first diffraction minimum
occurring at 2", which in turn couples with the nominal one inch. focal
length of the field lens to produce an acceptable .1 inch wide primary
maximum at the photochathode. One should note however that the use of a
slit small enough to give 1" resolution results in a primary maximum
.7 inch wide which is clearly unacceptable.
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SLIT WIDTH DEPENDENCE ON TARGET
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SLIT WIDTH DEPENDENCE ON TARGET
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SLIT WIDTH DEPENDENCE ON TARGET
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SLIT WIDTH DEPENDENCE ON TARGET
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PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS
The problem of etching the slit to the required size and tolerances
becomes non-trivial as one progresses to smaller sizes, and indeed
this, rather than other considerations, may dictate the smallest
possible width.
F-8
APPENDIX G
DETECTION STATISTICS IN FLIGHT
The mean star background is approximately equivalent to a
+23m star/arc sec 2. The average scatter due to sunlight is taken
as an additional +23m star/arc sec 2 . Since the total field of view
for the two slits is 2 x 17 x 3 x 3600 = 373,200 arc sec , the
background light is equivalent to that observed from 746,400
stars of visual magnitude +23.
From Section 4, the anode signal current (IS) for a
-9
fourth magnitude star was 143 x 10 9 amps.
The current resulting from the star background would be
I = 746,400 x (2 143 x 10-9
B -9
B (2.51)-4
= 2.7 x 10-9 amps
The dark current ID observed at the anode of the photo-
multiplier is typically 1.4 x 10- 9 amps for a multiplier gain of
2 x 106
When the star signal is present the average peak anode
current IT is
I = IB + ID + IS = 147.1 x 10- 9 amps
The rms variation <T>) in the peak current is
G-1
<I> = 2 x 106V2e IT af/2 x 10
= 2 x 1.6 x 10- 1 9 x 147.1 x 10- 9 x 2 x 103 x 2 x 106
= 13.8 x 10- 9 amps
The resulting signal to noise ratio is thus
S/N = 10.6:1
By using a thresholding level that is 50% of the expected
peak signal, the threshold is 5.3a below the average peak. Assum-
ing Gaussian statistics the probability of the peak signal + noise
being below the threshold level is less than 1 x 10-6. Thus, the
probability of detection is in excess of .999999.
The probability of false alarm may be calculated by looking
at signal levels when the star is not present.
-9
IT' = ID + IB = 4.1 x 10 amps
<IT,> = \2 x 1.6 x 10-19 x 4.1 x 10 9 x 2 x 103 x 2 x 106
= 2.3 x 10-9 amps
Since the threshold level is set at 73.5 x 10-9 amps, it
is about 320 above the noise. Using either Gaussian or Poisson
statistics, the calculated false alarm probability would be
essentially zero. Poisson statistics are more relevant for this
case where the expected photoelectron numbers are so low.
G-2
APPENDIX H
PHOTO MULTIPLIER DATA
H-I
EMR PHOTOELECTRIC
Customer 77 )
POA No. . 7
Model No. //,_- /-/L- ___ Serial No.
This serves to certify that the Photoelectric device described above has been inspected and tested in accordance
with the specification dated 72.... (attached)
Photocathode Characteristics:
Radiant Sensitivity Quantum
Wavelength - nm x 10-3 A/W Efficiency %
/0 7 1 _
See the attached curve for complete spectral characteristic.
Luminous sensitivity _ _ 3, gA/Lumen
Multiplier Phototube Characteristics: /0
'Amplification 6 at / L 1 V 2Dark Current 3 (/O A
Amplification at V Dark Current A
Amplification -4 at 5 V Dark Current 4 / - A
Amplification t at -2 V Dark Current .0 X. A
See attached curve for amplification over normal operating range.
Maximum Ratings:
Supply Voltage V
Anode Current (Avg.) _ x 10-6 A
Temperature oC
Remarks:
Notes:
NA: Not Applicable
1. See schematic diagram for voltage distribution.
2. Measured at .- 90 o Centigrade, after dark stabilization for hours
Date: _ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7-,. - ~Quality Assurance Approval
Test Supervisor
EMR EMR PHOTOELECTRIC
BOX 44, PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540
TELEX 843-459 * TELEPHONE 609-799-1000
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APPENDIX J
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
J-1
FROGRAM ZORCH
THI: PROGRAM COMPF'UTES THE FOLLOIWIrNG:
PROBABEILITY OF DETECTION
PROBABILITY OF TRUE DETEC.TION
FROBAFBILITY OF FAL:E LARiM
TFARGET SIGNALF LEVEL
INCISE LEVEL
THRE:HOLD LEVEL
LrNUMBER OF FALSE ALARMS PER .ATELLITE REVOLUTION
GET: ZORCH = ZORCH
E LI::T, ZORCH
00100 FROGFIM ZOPCH:I-! I rF'U OUTPUT
00110 10 ICCEFT !*,::::M :: IQDNUm! : L: F
00120 IFD .E .9999.) GO TO 50!
l001.2z PRINT 1 D5XM GDN .. :L
i00140 1 FOFMFT(*FIF'ERTURE=*E 11 .3C-:M.* *HIUM. OF OPT. -URF.=*El1 . 11
S'00i150 1 *DET. QUANT. EFF.=*E 11., *ELEC:. BAND PA = *E 11 .3
00160 2:*FPKGRND IN UNIITS OF 4M G FLUi:::=+E11.
00 170 PI=3.14159
00180 ETA=1.:::L
00190 T= 1 t.H(DNU+ T':(2.'
002i0 E =:L * I *T** I: :D .::*.:' 9**M *1. 75E+ 05
00210 C= 'ET '*SOPT( E::-A*SOPT(1.+ETA::/SQRT:2.
00220i PD= .5*( .+ERF( RT(2.a:
00230 PF=.5*': .- EFF: C
002140 PT =FD-PF
0025 ::::iF F;E'= 1 2. 35*D NU*SQ.PT 2.:*F F
00260 TH=E: *. 1 .+ETA ::-Fi.RT( * B :' 1 . +E T ::
02 0 ST= : :::: L
020 STOrlT=ST+E;
00 290 TOTNO I : = : F T ::TOT 
00300 PRINT 2 .D FTP FF T TH :;FREV ,:TOT rTOTrO I :-
00.10 2 FOPRIMAT(*PPOE. OF DET.=*El 1.3 -*PRE OF TRUE ET.=E1 1.;
00320 *FPROB CF FALSE RLARM=*E1 1 . *TARGET SIGNAL=*E1 .3*PHOTONS-*.
000 2.THPE:HOLD[I=*E!1.P :HOTONS .*NUM. OF FAL:E ALARMI/.REV. =*E1.1.
00340 3,*TTAL : I GFIL=+E 1 1 .P'HOTO **TOTFIL NOISE=*E1 1 .3*F'}fPTONS*
+ :
00350 60 TO 10
S00'36 5 C:ONTINUE
00:370 STOP
00380 END I
J-2
PROGI.RAM I..IV
THI:: PF'OGFRAM COMPUTE:- THE E::FPECFTED SIGNRL bIAVEFORM AS A FUNCTION
OF :-LIT I.J IDTH, A:.F'ECT ANGLE, AND DII .: F ADIU I_I
[ GET IA ..'= .lA
C LI T ,I I A',
FROGRAM IIFI''EFOF (:. INIFPU'IT OUTPUT
11 A 1CEPT B Z THI
IFE B.E .!.' :: ;O TO 12
.: = Z.-. Z:
::: 0 1 =- L: +2 2. I:
D :: = ,: E+Z .:'. 2 . > P0.
PRINT 1
1 FORMFIT(f* I:K RADIIU:I: :":LIT I.JIDTH :".F'ECT AiGL LIT DI :::* ..
FRINrT -_ ,E Z TH,'
2 FORMAT 1:: X 4 : El , 3 ::-'....
F'R I tT 3
- FORMATI : * ::: 0* 11:: .B' :>::*F'EFl+ ..
DO 10 _I= 1,l'
_I _i -. I
01+Di: = _ .:_
::.:=:x: 0 Z.-' .
IF,::.::L L T. --E 051
5 0 I F,:: F.R. L T. E: *. 52 , 5:;
52 AL=- 1
:E T=:::: F
GO TO 0,
5:3 FAL=-B
BET=
1GO TO 6 0
51 IF r:: :.'< .LT.::: 54 ? 55
54 FAL=::<L
GO TO 6, 0
55 AL=XL
EET=B
GO TO 60
6 A A=:ET*SOF.'T,::*2-. ET**2:
A:E=AL*:SF.' T E: **2-AL*
AC= :: B**E' :: *: A I M:: EET.' ;- AI :: AL E :
Al I:: A -A ,+rC::, 1: . +CO :'-. : :: *. 5
F.'. :::: 0 -. J ',
F'FPR INT 4, ::': 0,>::I:;0, A
4 FORMAT:: :3 :: E11.:3 ::
1 C CONT IIUE
GO TO 11
12 CONlTINUE
:STO P
END
J-3
PROGRAM IG
THIS PROGRAM COM1PlITE THE LIMITING AND IGRS.IFT CASE PERFOPMANCE
OF THE V,'--:SLIT MAPPER
NUMBEP OF FALSE :SIGiNALS PER .SECOND
NIUMBER OF FAL:S:E :_:SIGNAL:S ER SATELLITE REVOL.UTION
MA::XIMUM CRO:SS:ING TIME EETWIEEN -:L IT
riUMBER OF BINARY :TORAGE TP:EACE. REQU!_IRED
MINIMUM RE:SOLUTION IN F'HI-TILDA F LANE
GET, SIG = SIG
[ LIST : I-:!3
:00100 PROGRAM SI G : I UT OIITFOUTPUT
00110 20 C:C:EPT D ::M DN L :A PB FET FSI
00120 IF .E:: . 9999. GO TO 21
00130 AL =LP/57.3
00140 BE=BET57.3
00150 PI = . 14159
00160 ETR= 1.' L
00 :17 0 T= 1 .(:DNlU*S T (2 .
00180 T1=1.: 02E- 04/T
00190 T= PI:: F'I * ,: ./4. ::* :.. '** M :: T*T * 1 . 75E+ 5
00200 SB :=:X: L *ST
00210 G=(D/ :: 2. : *:SQ T P:: I *T*Q ::) : . 9* (::M .2. ) ::,
00220 F=QRT:: 1 .75E+05:: .. SRT( 1 .+XL::
0023 0 .SN=G*F
00240 A=SQRT 1 .+ETA'::
00250 B=:S T 1 .+PLO I 1 .+ETA .-' :E*ETA*SQ!FT (2 .:, ::
00260 C=S T ( S/2. ,: A-B ::
00270 E=:s:FRT S2. .'* AB-1::1
0028 0 F'T=.5( ERF: C .' ERF(E
00290 PF=.5 :: 1.-ERFE:: E..
00300 XN::FSEC=DNU*T :: 2. *FF
0031 0 :XNFFE'=:NF S:EC* 12.:5
00320 - TIMC:= (5. 24E - (TNM ': AL:: TAN: BE +F I :5.087E-- 1
0 0:3: 0 TO = .RLO 1 0: I *T I MC: ::: . 3: 1 0:-
00341 RES=( : 1 .05 E+5 T :: . .99: * (T N L ::I+TN(BE: ::+. 0524 P I ::,
00350 PFINT 1A1
00360 10 FORMAT,:I:'YS::TEM FPARAMETERS:*
00370 PRINT 1 D :M , : iDNU :T w:-:',L ,iLPF' qEET FPS I
00380 1 FOPMAT( *FPEPTURE=*F6 .3. CM*/.*NUM. OF OPT. .ISURF.=*F2.0 .
:00390 1+DET. !QUIAN. EFF.=*E 1 .:3 *ELEC. BAND PF::=*E 11.3* HZ* .
01:040:0 2*INTE3G. TIME=*E11.3* :EC:+*.- CKGRNDi. IN UNITS OF 4MA'G FLIU::=*E
+ 11 : 3.
00410 3*ALF'HR=*F6.3 DEG*..*EETP=*F .:3* DE*/.*FPS:I=+EI 1 .3.'
S00420 FPR INT 2 ,.T S :: N- ,T ;PF T 1
004:30 2 FORMA T (*SYSTEM INPUT AND RE:SPO:NS:E*. /*MIN TARGET S1i3.=*E 1.3
001:440 1* FHCTON*.*BEIKGPNlD. SIG.=*E11. .3* PHOTON::*..*: SIGNL-TO-NOISE=+
00450 2El1.3, *FEO. OF R TPUE DETEC.=*E11 .3-*PIRO OF A FALSE DETE
+ I.=*
00460 3E11 .: *NUM. OF ZONES PER SLIT=*E11 .3...
0047 0 PFRINT 3NF :SEC >NF::RFFE'', T I MC: :TOR2E, 'ES
00480 3: FOPMATr:*LIMITING AND IWOF.':RST CASE PERFORMANFMCE*.
00490 1*NUL . FALSE IG... :EC=*E11 .3 .-*NiUM FRL. -sIG../. T. RE, .=*E11.-
+ ..,
00500 2*MAX. :CROSS. TIME EETIW!EEN .LITS=*E1I .3.* EC*..
00510 3NUM. EINAR'r :STOF'AGE FSPACES: REQUIIRED=*E11.3,.
0520 4*MIH. RE:. IN PHI-TIL=*E11.3 * APC--EC*:
00530 GO TO 20
00540 21 :CONTINUE
0055:0 STOP
005,60 END
I
Program for Computing avand v
00200 SUBROUTINE COMPUT(WT1,XD1IYDIAI81)
00202 PI=3.14159
00204 BZ=PI/4.5
00210 PD1=SQRT(XD1**2+YDI**2+144.)
00230 ZX=XDICOS(WTI)*COS(BZ)-YD *SIN(WTI1
00240 ZX=ZX+12.**SIN(BZ)*COS(WTI)
00250 ZY=XDbST'INWTI)*COS(BZ)+YDI*COS(WTI)
00260 ZY=ZY+12.**SIN(WT1)*SIN(BZ)
00270 AI=ATAN(ZY/ZX)
00280 B1=ACUS((-XDI*SIN(BZ)+12**COS(BZ))/PDI)
00282 RETURN
00284 END
00286 PROGRAM VSLIT(INPUT,OUTPUT)
00290 PI=3.14159
00292 ACCEPT A
00293 A=A*PI/180.
00294 DO 100i =0,10
00296 XI=I
00300 WT=XI*.5*PI/180.
00301 WTS=WT.'
180./PI
00302 DISPLAY WT5
00303 DO 200 K=0I10
00304 XK=K
00306 XD=-.3125+XK*.03125
00310 CALL"COMPUT(WTXD*,-005SALPHA1BETAI)
00320 YD=.00S+(XD+.3125)*TAN(A)
00330 CALL COMPUT(WT*XD*YDALPHA2.BETA2)
00331 XMIN=3437*74668
00332 ALPHAl=ALPHAI*XMIN
00334 ALPHA2=ALPHA2*XMIN
00336 BETAI=BETAI*XMIN
00338 BETA2=BETA2*XMIN
00340 00200 DISPLAY ALPHA 1sBETAIALPHA2.BETA2
00350 00100 CONTINUE
00360 RETURN
00370 END
J-6
Program for Computing e' and 6
00100 PROGRAM SRA (INPUT,0UTO-PUT)
00110 PI=3*14159
00120 F=I12
00130 Q1=25.9*PI/180.
00140 SK=3437.75
00150 De 100 1=1.20
00160 XI=ll-
00170 Q=-.3125/12.+Xl*.3125/120*
00180 SN=*005+(F*TAN(Q)+*3125)*TAN(G1)
00190 SD=F*COS(Q)-F*TAN(W)*SIN(Q)
00200 G=ATAN(SN/SD)
00210 GI=G*SK
00220 02=Q*SK
00230 00100 DISPLAY Q2*G1
00240 RETURN
00250 END
J-7
APPENDIX K
V-SLIT RETICLE
K-i
REVISIONS
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APPENDIX L
STAR SOURCES AND SPECTRAL CALIBRATION
A star source consists of a pair of 60 watt quartz iodine lamps
mounted in a finned housing, color correction filters, and an opal glass
diffuser. The exit aperture is 1/2" in diameter and the final pinhole
source is achieved by mounting a pinhole aperture over the center of the
1/2" area. The star sources used in the testing of the SRA are
pictorially shown in Figure L-1. The 1-69 color filter is a Corning
heat absorving glass used to remove the IR part of the spectrum from
the G.E. 1960 quartz iodine lamps. The 1-62 color filter is a Corning
blud-green filter which is supposed to raise the color temperature from
30000 K to 6900'K. The opal provides a Lambertian surface of irradiation
and the aperture reduces the radiation to the proper value to simulate
Canopus in the test set up. The SN-1 source is operated at 5.31 amps
while the SN-2 source is operated at 5.33 amps.
GE
1950
Bulbs CSI-69 CSI-62 Opol Aperture Plate
__ 
i/i
-
Aperture
Figure L-1. Pictorial Schematic of Star Source Optical System
CANOPUS
The Canopus standard used for reference purposes was developed by
R. Norton. at JPI.. This development is covered in detail in his paper
entitled "The Absolute Spectral Energy Distribution of Canopus" JPL
Technical Recort Nuinbier 32-041, 15 August 1964.
L-l
Intensity Map
Because of the rather low intensities, it is necessary to make
measurements with the entire 1/2" aperture exposed. In the past, it has been
assumed that the illumination over this area is sufficiently uniform that the
average value can be used to determine the intensity at the pinhole. Deter-
minations of the spectral shape and the absolute intensity have been made for
the 1/2" aperture by comparison to standard irradiance sources and the result
assumed to be typical of the center of the aperture. This assumption has
now been checked by mapping the intensity over the 1/2" area with a Gamma Corp.
photometric microscope. The effective diameter of the scanning spot was about
0.011 inch. The relative intensity was measured at 0.020 inch intervals
along "slices" spaced 0.020 inch apart. Figure L-2 is a "three dimensional" plot
of the results of these measurements for SN-2 (a few orthogonal slices were
taken to verify the measurements, with reasonable correlation resulting).
ll* I
Figure L-2. Non-uniform irradiance of 1/2 opal surface
The plot is terminated at 50% signal amplitude. The difference between
the amplitude at the center aid an average amplitude over the plot is of
the order of 13%..
L-2
SN-1 was checked only for a pair of orthogonal diameters, which showed
the same shape as SN-2. Values were interpreted according to the same
pattern and gave a correction of about 8%.
Spectral Shape and Absolute Calibration Using Monochromator
The spectral shape of the emission was determined by a wavelength by
wavelength comparison with several standards of spectral irradiance. The
light from each of these sources was allowed to illuminate the diffuser of
the input optics of an EG&G grating monochromator which is equipped with a
photomultiplier detector. The detector has an S-1 photocathode and proved
to have adequate sensitivity for measurement over the entire spectral range.
The PMT is cooled by a thermoelectric cooler, which stabilizes the tempera-
ture and minimizes drift and dark current. In order to cover the spectral
range, the use of two different gratings and several filters to block higher
orders is required. Overlapping readings were made at each point where these
changes were made, and in the case of the grating change, overlapping of a
larger portion of the scale was also done. The slits used in the monochro-
mator result in an equivalent spectral bandwidth of 20 nm for the UV-visible
grating and 40 nm for the IR grating.
One of the deficiencies of the measurement is that a long time elapses
between the measurements taken for the two sources at comparable wavelengths,
and a consequent greater sensitivity to drift in detector characteristics.
Repeated measurements separated by a time interval of an hour or two give
an estimate of the magnitude of effects attributed to drift. Finally, the
distance to the diffuser of the input optics from each of the sources was
measured in order to permit calculation of an absolute level from the input
data. The shortest distance was from the diffuser of the star source. The
distance was about 4 inches "nd resulted in illumination ;:2ich appeared
quite uniform over the input diffuser under visual examination. The source
itself subtends a thalf angle of about 3-1/2 degrees at this distance, with
the result that cosine effects are small and the use of inverse square
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scaling for other distances is justified, since other measurement inaccuracies
can be expected to give larger errors than those associated with this cause;
assuming a cos 4o/2 dependence, the 3-1/2 degree angle will result in a
deviation less than 1% for areas at the outer edge of the source, with the
average being much less. The distances for the two 1000 watt irradiance
standards was of the order nf 19 feet and for the Gamma irradiance standard
it is about 15 inches.
Because earlier workers at TRW using the EG&G monochromator had indicated
that the wavelength indication is slightly in error, the monochromator wave-
length dial was checked against prominent lines of the mercury spectrum. It
was found that peaks could be located repeatedly to within 1 nanometer or
better of dial setting. When the dial values are compared to the published
values, the correction curve given in Figure L-3 results. These corrections
were incorporated in the processed data.
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Figure L-3. WAVELENGTH CORRECTION CURVES
Figures L-4, L-5, and L-6 reproduce the spectral curves for SN-2 which
resulted from comparisons with the three irradiance standards, while Figure L-7
is a smoothed composite of the three. The initial portion of the curve using
the Gamma standard falls below values obtained when that portion was repeated
an hour or so later, the deviations being of the order of 7%.
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Figure L-4. Spectral shape of S/N 2 using Epply Figure L-5. Spectral Shape of S/N 2 using Epply
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Figure L-6. Spectral Shape of S/N 2 using Gamma Figure L-7. S/N-2 COMPOSITE SPECTRAL SHAPE
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Figures L-8 through L-II present similar spectral shape data for SN-1.
Absolute Calibrations
The amplitude of the spectral curve for each source was determined by
comparison to the standard sources using a series of filters to give narrow
band radiation and a calibrated silicon solar cell to measure the intensity.
The comparison was made with the three irradiance standards mentioned earlier
in this section. The results were averaged to give absolute amplitudes at
each of the filter test wavelengths. Those values in the intermediate
spectral ranges, where the lamp spectrum and the detector have small slopes,
were fitted to the measured spectral shape curve by least squares procedures,
to give a peak amplitude for the spectral curve.
Figures L-12 and L-13 are plots of the three measured values at each wave-
length, versus wavelength. A comparison with the spectral shape curve was
used to select which wavelengths should be used in calculating the absolute
value. In general, the shape disagreement was worst at the extreme wave-
lengths and these values were excluded in the least squares determination.
Near the peak the variation between the three sources produces a peak-to-
peak uncertainty of about 5%, as can be seen from an examination of the
graphical presentation. At the short wavelengths and extreme long wave-
length, this increases to about 16% and 20% peak-to-peak, respectively.
The peak irradiance for SN-2 is about 20% larger than SN-1. This may
be partly due to surface contamination of the blue filter of SN-1 which was
discovered only after these measurements were completed.
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Figure L-8. Spectral Shape of S/N 1 using Epply Figure L-9. Spectral Shape of S/N 1 using Epply
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Figure L-10. Spectral Shape of S/N 1 using Gamma. Figure L-11.- S/N-l COMPOSITE SPECTRAL SHAPE
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Figure L-12. Absolute SED of S/N 1 Source
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Figure L-13. Absolute SED of S/N 2 Source
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